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XenologicalConstraintson the Impact Erosion
of the Early Martian Atmosphere
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The roughlyuniformhundredfolddepletionof observableMartian atmophiles(nonradiogenicnoble gasesand reconstitutednitrogen) with respectto Earth impliesthat Mars lost its atmosphere
by a relatively efficient,nonfractionatingprocess.Impact erosion(expulsionof atmosphereby
impacts) is an appealingcandidate. Noble gasescan be used to test this hypothesis.Xenon in
particular can be used to impose three constraints on how Mars lost its atmosphere: its very
low abundance compared to Earth, Venus, and likely meteoritic sources;its distinctive isotopic
composition compared to likely meteoritic sources;and the relatively high absolute abundance

of radiogenic
129Xe,daughterof the extinctradionuclide
129I(half-life17 m.y.). A fourthuseful
constraintis imposedby radiogenic4oAr. If producedby impacterosion,the first two constraints become constraints on the composition, mass distribution, and orbital elements of the
impactors. The third and fourth constraints imply that Mars lost its nonradiogenic noble gases
early, perhaps before it was 100 Myr old. Impact erosion can be invoked to explain Mars by

any of three stories: (1) Mars is unlikely. In a sort of planetary brinkmanship,impact erosion
almost removedthe entire atmospherebut was arrestedjust in time. (2) Martian noble gases
are cometary and cometary Xe is as isotopically mass fractionated as Martian and terrestrial Xe.
This is most easily accomplishedif a relatively thick geochemicallycontrolled GO2 atmosphere
protected trace atmophiles against escape..It is not known if comets actually have the desired

composition. (3) Mars was indeed stripped of its early atmospherebut a small remnant was
safely stored in the regolith, later released as a by-product of water mobilization.
INTRODUCTION

Mars is a small planet with a thin atmosphere. That
Mars is small has been known for centuries, but proof of
its thin atmosphere has been called "one of the great dis-

volatiles effectively. Weathering reactions of water, CO2,
and rock would then have progressively and irreversibly

consumedthe atmosphere[Kahn, 1985]. Any excesswater would have been permanently frozen deep in the re-

appointmentsof the spaceage" landers and Owen, 1977, golith. Occasionalvolcanicepisodes(or the slow brightp. 453]. The apparentdearth of volatilesis not confined ening of the evolving Sun) would have releasedsomeof
to one or two key elements but may well extend across

the whole range of plausibleatmosphericconstituents.The
most conservative

estimates

of the Martian

volatile

inven-

tory resemble nothing so much as Earth depleted more or
less evenly by a factor 30-100, a point duly noted by many
workers in the aftermath of the Viking mission, and at the
time interpreted in terms of a late accreting volatile-rich

veneersharedunequallyamongthe terrestrialplanets[cf.
Andersand Owen,1977]. Severedepletionis surestfor the
noble gases,for which alternative reservoirslarger than the
atmosphere are unlikely. It is less certain for less volatile
volatiles, such as water or CO2, which can be hidden in surface and subsurface reservoirs as adsorbate, ice, hydrated
minerals, or carbonate rocks. Still, the story of Mars would
seem in large part the story of how it lost its atmosphere.
There is a widespreadsuspicionthat Mars' fate is in some
way attributable to its size. Three more or lesscomplementary hypotheseshave been suggested,all of which are plausible. A fourth hypothesis, that somehow Mars never came
by volatiles in the first place, is hard to understand in the
context of modern planetary accretionmodels[Wetherill,

the hidden volatiles, the briefly liberated water carving the
famous flood features, but overall the story is one of decay. The natural endpoint is Kahn's suggestionthat the
Martian atmosphere has equilibrated at the triple point of
water, at which point weathering reactions sped by the occasional occurence of liquid water suffice to offset a tiny

CO2 outgassingflux [Kahn, 1985]. This modernincarnation of Lowell's[1906]"dyingplanet" hypothesisappliesto
CO2 and water in particular; it is more problematic for nitrogen, and it is very hard to see how it could apply to the
noble gases.
The second story is that the thin Martian atmosphere
is but a remnant of a once much thicker atmosphere, most

of which long ago escapedto space[cf., Wallace, 1907].
Other things being equal, because it is smaller, escape is
easier from

Mars

than

from

Earth

or Venus.

Several

es-

cape mechanismshave been suggested,including somethat
could be operative today. A possiblyimportant example of
the latter is the nonthermalescapeof nitrogen[cf. Fox and

Dalgarno,1983]. Hydrodynamicescapeand impact erosion
of the atmosphere(a.k.a. atmosphericcratering)are two

1981],andis probablyinconsistent
with the SNC meteorites potentially much more effective escape mechanisms that
beingfrom Mars [Dreibusand Wdnke,1985].
should have been operative early. These matters will be
The most recently popular is that Mars, being small,
cooled relatively quickly and long ago ceased to recycle

discussed in more detail

below.
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The third hypothesis is that the atmosphere was never
degassedor outgassedin the first place; i.e., the vast bulk
of Martian atmophiles remain hidden in the mantle. Inefficient outgassing could be attributed to relatively low
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impact velocitiesduring accretion(hencelessimpact degassing),relativelylow energyof accretion(hencelessin10,899
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ternal heating), and relatively high surface-volume
ratio than Earth's,thus recallingan age when•29! wasmore
(hencerapid coolingand generallylower heat flow, less abundant. On the whole it does not appear that the manmantleturnover,and lessvolcanism).Inefficientoutgassing tle is a likely hiding placefor the missingvolatileson Mars.
of modern Mars is a reasonable hypothesis, and one that
is fully consistentwith the great antiquity of its few volcanos and strongly supported by the low absolute abun-

The failure of the dying planet hypothesisto account
for the noble gases tells us that it is at best incomplete.
Something else is needed. The evidence preservedin the
danceof radiogenic
40Atcompared
to Earth[Scambos
and noble gasesfavors early escape.
Jakosky,1990]. Relativeabundances
of radiogenic
andnonThe balance of this study examines impact erosionas
radiogenic argon and xenon are shown in Figure 1. Ineffithe agent of escape. First I will address the several concient exchangebetween internal and external reservoirsis straints placed on Martian atmospheric evolution by the
also suggestedby the remarkable differencesbetweenMarnoble gases, chiefly xenon. Then I will present a simple
tian internal rare gases(as represented
by Chassigny
[Oft, model describingthe competition between impact erosion
1990]) and externalrare gases,and has alsobeeninvoked and impact supply of at•ophiles. The model features four
to account for an inferred dessication of the Martian manparameters' q, which describesthe massdistribution of the
tle [Cart and Wfi'nke,1992]. (Of coursea dessicated
Mar- impactors; y, their atmophile content; f, the fraction of imtian interior does not imply that most Martian volatiles are
pactors that strike slowly enoughthat impact erosiondoes
hidden in the mantle, and it must be noted that there is
not occur; and x, which representsthe total massof impactno obviousway to derive Martian atmosphericnoble gases ing material. The model is applied to two basic scenarios:
from Chassigny.)
a "one-volatile planet" in which all atmophiles behave like
noble gases;and a "fixed-atmosphereplanet", in which atRadioactive
Parent
mospheric CO2 is controlled by a much larger geochemical
1291
40K
buffer. Neither model can account for Mars in a straightI
I
forward manner. The study closeswith a brief summary of
someremaining possibilities.
129Xe
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XENOLOGICAL

CONSTRAINTS

Of the noble gasesxenon imposesthe most interesting
constraints. Being the heaviestof the noble gases,xenonis
the least susceptibleto escape.Yet Martian nonradiogenic
xenon is spectacularly rare compared to its abundance in
carbonaceous chondrites, a volatile-rich class of meteorite
often viewed as representativeof the sourceof Martian geochemical volatiles, and in which xenon is, relative to Mars,
much the most abundant noble gas. If the isotopiccomposition of xenon in carbonaceouschondriteswere agreeable,
the presentMartian xenoninventory could be suppliedby a
veneer of carbonaceouschondritic material just 50 m thick.
Although this is a large amount of material comparedto

Xe on Earth and Mars. The corrected(boldface)ratios allow

the presentMartian impact flux (of order 1 m over 3.5
b.y.), 50 m is much lessthan one might expectfor the
Earth, as predictedby geochemical
models[Dreibus
and WEnke,
heavybombardment(of order 1 km for Mars [Treimanet
1989].
al., 1986])andnegligiblecomparedto the massof carbona-

for higher abundances of iodine and potassium in Mars than in

Nevertheless, inefficient outgassingof ancient Mars is
problematic. For Earth, at least, early outgassingis a

ceousmaterial plausibly dehveredduring the main phases
of accretion. To illustrate the latter point: in order to account for the high abundanceof geochemicalvolatilesseen

demonstrable
fact, becausethe presence
of excess•29Xe in the SNC meteorites,Dreibusand W&'nke
[1987]propose
in the mantle demandsthat Earth degassedbeforethe par-

that the materiM that accreted to form Mars was 40% car-

chondritic.Marsretainsabout1 part in 104of
ent •29I(half-life17 m.y.) became
extinct[OzimaandPo- bonaceous
dosek,1983]. Recent theoreticalmodelsof planetaryac-

the xenon that should have come with these carbonaceous

cretion strongly imply that Mars, like Earth, shouldhave
acefeted hot and when young should have conveereditself

chondrites. Or consider Mars today. Carbonaceouschon-

with vigor[Schubertet al., 1992].Sinceboth heatflowand
volatile transport in the mantle occur by convection, one
might expect that Mars too would have outgassedearly.
On the other hand, if efficient outgassingof Earth were
due less to convection than to bubble outgassingof a ter-

restriMmagmaocean[Zhangand Zindler, 1989],thenit is
possible that Mars enjoyed a different fate. The relatively

highabundance
of •29Xein the Martianatmosphere
canbe
taken as direct evidence in favor of relatively efficient early
outgassing,although it could also simply indicate that the
Martian atmosphere is a few tens of million of years older

drites are estimatedto compriseabout 60% (by mass)of
the freshmateriM presentlyreachingEarth [Shoemaker
et
al., 1990];it is not unreasonable
to assumethat they comprised a fair fraction of the late heavy bombardment. In
sum, there is far too httle xenon on Mars to be explained
by volatile-poor accretion alone.
Not only is Martian xenonscarce,it is isotopicallyunique

(Figure 2). Its nonradiogenicisotopes,as inferred from
trappedgasesin the SNC meteoriteEETA 79001[Swindle
et al., 1986],are stronglymassfractionatedwith respectto
solar wind xenon or xenonin meteorites,including,in particular, the carbonaceouschondrites. In this respect Mar-
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3. When corrected for potassium and iodine abundances

129Xe

given by Dreibus and WSnke[1989], the Martian atmo-
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sphere appears a httle less enriched in the radiogenic isotopes. Meanwhile, compared to Earth, Mars is seventyfold
depleted in nonradiogenicxenon and 160-fold depleted in
nonradiogenic argon.
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•9Xe reachedthe atmosphere.The latter two pointsimply that Mars lost its nonradiogenicnoble gasesvery early,

probablybeforethe extinctionof the parent•øI, and most

Xenon isotopes on Mars compared to xenon in mete-

orites and the solar wind [after Zahnle, 1992]. Terrestrial Xe
(air) is alsomassfractionatedto a similardegree.

likely within a hundred million years of the formation of

the planet [cf. Musselwhiteet al., 1991].
THREE

tian atmospheric xenon resembles terrestrial xenon. Thus
the second constraint is that the original Martian xenon
must continue to look Martian through the ages, despite
the probable late accretion of relatively large amounts of
meteoritic

MORE

XENOLOGICAL

CONSTRAINTS

The constraints discussed above tell a tidy tale of atmospheres gained and atmosphereslost. But there are other
radiogenic xenon isotopes that are not as easily understood

as •øXe, and there is anotherkind of possiblyMartian

xenon.

The origin of this xenon fractionation is not known. One
interpretation is that the broad similarity between Earth
and Mars implies that the two planets accreted xenon from
a common source. We have elsewhere proposed a mechanism by which fractionated xenon would have been incorpo-

rated naturally into large ice-freeplanetesimals[Zahnle et
al., 1990b].Another interpretationis that xenonfractiona-

xenon that resembles the atmosphere not at all.

Because
it is a singleisotope,radiogenic
•2øXeis easily
identified on a plot of xenon isotopes. Fission xenon is different. Fission xenon, which is fortned by the spontaneous

fissionof 23SU(half-life4.55b.y.) or (extinct)244Pu(halflife 82 m.y.), is spread unevenly over the heavier stable

isotopes•36Xe,•a4Xe,•a2Xe,and •a•Xe [Ozirnaand Po-

tion occurred in situ on the two planets as a by-product of

dosek,1983]. It is also rare, becausespontaneous
fissionis

vigorouslarge-scalehydrodynamichydrogenescape[Pepin,
1991]. This viewpoint regardsthe similar xenon fractionations as coincidental, instead emphasizing the isotopic dif-

rare. These facts make fission xenon hard to separate from
other sources of isotopic variation. At present, there is
no evidence for fission xenon in Martian atmospheric gases

ferences between Xe on the two planets.

In particular,

[Swindleet al., 1986].

Martian

carbonaceous

xenon

looks

like mass fractionated

chondritic xenon, while Earth's looks like mass fractionated
"U-Xe", a hypothetical primitive xenon relatively deficient
in the heaviest xenon isotopes. Neither explanation is alto-

Uranium

fission xenon is too rare for its absence to serve

as a useful diagnostic. Small amounts of fissionxenon have

beenreportedin somemantlesamples[All•greet al., 1987].
The quantityandquahtyareconsistent
with 2•8Ubeingthe
gether satisfactory,for reasonswhich will not be discussed parent. Even if all the 238Ufissionxenoneverspawnedin

here [seeZahnle et al., 1990b].

Earth were placed in the atmosphere, it would constitute

The third constraint, alluded to earlier, is the relatively

high abundance
of radiogenic
•2øXeon Mars. Figure1
comparesthe relative abundancesof nonradiogenicand radiogenic Xe and Ar on Earth and Mars. Figure 1 was prepared with SNC data, but need not have been
Viking
data are quantitatively similar, if less precise. Radiogenic

4øAt,daughterof 4øK(half-life1.25b.y.),is about15times
less abundant on Mars than on Earth, as measured on a

gram (argon) per gram (planet) basis. The apparentout-

lessthan 1% of atmospheric
•a6Xe,whichis not in practice
discernable. Because Mars has only 1.5% as much nonra-

diogenic
Xe asEarth, 2aSUfissionxenonwouldbe obvious
in the Martian atmosphere had it outgassed. The lack of
detectable

fission Xe on Mars is consistent

with a low mod-

ern outgassingefficiencyand the long hfetime of the parent.

The apparentabsence
of 244Pu fissionXe onMarsis more
interesting. As emphasized above, the Martian atmosphere
is relatively rich in radiogenic daughters. It has been in-

gassing
efficiency
of •29Xe,daughter
of theextinctradionu- ferredthat about4% of Earth's•a•Xeis fissogenic
[Ozima
clide•9I, is relativelymuchhigher,althoughstillsomewhat and Igarashi, 1989; R. O. Pepin and D. Phinney, unpublower than Earth.

is radio-

lished manuscript, 1978]. This inferenceis closelytied to

genic [Ozima and Podosek,1983]. This corresponds
to a

About 7% of Earth's •29e

the inferred composition of a hypothetical primordial ter-

radiogenic
•2*Xeinventory
of 6 x 10-•5 g/g. By contrast restriM xenon called U-Xe. In these models Earth's Xe is
Mars hasan enormous
•2"e excess
of • 260%[Swindle obtained by mass fractionating a base of U-Xe by some
•2øXeand
et al., 1986; Pepin, 1991], which correspondsto a radio- 4% per AMU, andthen addingsomeradiogenic
genic•2øXeinventoryof 2.2 x 10-•5 g/g. In thisonecase 244pufissionXe. However,unlike•29Xe,excess244pufisthe difference

between

Earth

and Mars is less than a factor

sion Xe has not been detected in mantle samples[Ozima

10,902
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and Igarashi, 1989]. This posesa puzzle. The existence tal fractionation of the Martian noble gaseswith respect
to Earth [Hunten et al., 1987];however,hydrodynamices-

of excess 129Xe demands that 129I was alive when the air

separated
fromthe mantle.Because
244Pu enjoysa longer cape alone cannot easily explain both the elemental and the
half-lifethan 1•I andplutoniumis lessvolatilethaniodine, isotopic fractionations, since the relatively strong isotopic
it must be expected that fissogenicXe should be more ex-

cessive
in mantlesamplesthan l•Xe. Yet suchis not the
case. It is possible that Earth's plutonium was somehowsequestered at some early time. Another possibility is to omit

244Pu fissionXe as a fundamentalcomponentof Earth'satmosphereo It is far from obvious what its absencemeans
for Mars.

fractionations are incompatible with the relatively weak elemental fractionation. Although in principle hydrodynamic
escape could have depleted Mars's atmosphere thirtyfold
while leaving the composition of the remnant atmosphere
nearly unaltered, very high escapefluxes are required.
The other effective theoretical tool for prying volatiles
off a planet is impact erosion, which refers to the expul-

sionof atmosphereby impacts[Meloshand Vickery,1989].
The most puzzling Martian rare gases are those contained in the Chassignymeteorite [Ott, 1988]. Chassigny, Because it is likely to have been efficient, nearly nonthe "C" in "SNC", is thought by some[e.g. Pepin, 1991] fractionating, and more potent for Mars than for Earth
to sample internal Martian gases. If so, it reveals a relationship between mantle and atmosphere utterly unlike
Earth. Earth's mantle is enriched in radiogenic isotopes
relative to air, consistent with the mantle being the source
of the radiogenic isotopes. Otherwise mantle Ar, Kr, and

Xe are isotopicallylike air [Ozima and Igarashi,1989]. By
contrast, Chassignylacks radiogenic rare gases. Therefore
Chassigny does not sample the sourceof radiogenicnoble
gasesin the Martian atmosphere. Another contrast is that
ChassignyXe is isotopically similar to that in carbonaceous
chondrites or the solar wind, not the Martian atmosphere.

A third oddity of Chassignyis that its Kr/Xe and Ar/Xe

or Venus, impact erosion appears to be a better candidate than hydrodynamic escape for converting an Earthhke Mars

to a Mars-like

Mars.

Because

volatiles

are lost in

proportion to the impact flux, impact erosion should have
been most effective within the first hundred million years.
I will emphasize impact erosion in this essay,and in particular its effect on the noble gases,since they are the most
volatile of the elements, and so are both the most likely
to have been affected by impact erosion and the easiest to
address quantitatively. However, both impact erosion and
hydrodynamic escape are plausible, and modern Mars may

have lost a great deal to each.

ratios are very low, again more like carbonaceousmeteorites
than the Martian atmosphere.

If Chassigny noble gasesdo indeed represent a part of
the Martian mantle one must conclude that outgassingof
this part of the mantle has had little impact on the composition of the Martian atmosphere. The absolute abundance

ofXe ishighenough
in Chassigny
(13øXe
at ,.•4x 10-14 g/g

Atmospheric Cratering

Melosh and Vickery [1989] proposedthat atmospheric
gasesare swept to spaceby the momentum of a hydrody-

namicallyexpandingcloudof superheated
vapor(andparticlesthat condense
fromit) producedby impact. Escapeoc-

[Ott, 1988])and its isotopiccompositionsodiscordantwith

curs if the cloud attains escapevelocity and if it has enough
extra momentum to carry the intervening atmospherewith
it. Melosh and Vickery's tangent-plane approximation is
to assume that when atmospheric cratering occurs, all of
responds
to magmas
mounting
at lessthanabout0.03kma the atmosphere above the horizon escapes;i.e., that part of
yr-•. By contrast,Greeleyand Schneid[1991]estimate the atmosphere lying above a plane tangent to the surface
that over that same period the average amount of "extruof the planet escapes.Escapeoccursif (1) the expansion
sive and intrusive magma generatedon Mars" has been 0.17 velocity of the rock vapor exceedsthe escapevelocity from
the atmosphere that outgassingfrom no more than • 800
m of Chassigny-like volcanism can be comfortably hidden
in the Martian atmosphere. Over the past 3.8 b.y. this cor-

kma yr-•. Of coursethe xenonstill trappedwithin Chas- the planet, and (2) the massof rockvaporexceedsthe mass
signy is xenon that was not outgassed,a caveat that clouds
interpretation of 800 m of Chassigny-like volcanics as an
upper limit.
MEANS

of atmosphere above the tangent-plane.
Melosh and Vickery suggesteda threshold impact velocity v½for atmospheric cratering of

OF ESCAPE

Hydrodynamic escaperefers to thermal escapewhen es-

capefluxesare high (classicalJeansescapeappliesto thermal escapeat low fluxes). In hydrodynamicescapethe upper atmospheresimply flows into space,much like the solar
wind. For this to occur from a terrestrial planet a hydrogenrich atmosphere is probably required; suchis not unreason-

v½= 2V/v•½
+ 2L•,

(1)

where ve•cis the escapevelocity and Lv is the latent heat of

vaporization
(forwhichMeloshandVickeryuse1.3x 10l•
ergs/gfor rockand3 x 10TMergs/gfor ice). Equation(1)

assumesthat the impactor and the target are composedof
the samematerial and that M1the internal energydeposited
able during accretion. Large-scalehydrodynamichydrogen by the shock becomesthermal energy that powers escape.
escapecould have stripped Mars of much of its initial en- For unlike materiMs the fraction of the impactor's kinetic
dowment of volatiles [Dreibus and WSnke,1987; Pepin, energy deposited as internal energy in the target is

1991]. Becausehydrodynamicescapeis inherentlymass
fractionating, it may havecontributedto the observedhigh
D/H ratio [Owenet al., 1989],and it hasalsobeeninvoked

u,
Z (1-{-u•)
-•

(2)

to explainMars'highSSAr/SøAr
ratio[Zahnleet al., 1990a] and the fraction deposited as internal energy in the imand the fractionation pattern of the Martian xenon iso-

topes[Pepin, 1991]. Massfractionationby hydrodynamic
escapecould also account for the observedmodestelemen-

pactor is

u-•I +

,

(3)
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H

where the subscripts"t" and 'T' denote the target and the

ra> mc= •MY,

impactor,respectively
[Melosh,1989,p. 57]. The velocities
ui and ut are the postshockparticle velocitiesmeasuredin
the rest frame of the relevant unshockedmaterial; thus ui
is measuredin the rest frame of the impactor. In the strong
shock limit

10,903

(7)

where Y representsthe massof the atmospherenormahzed

to the massof the planet (gramsof atmosphereper gramof

planet). Forthe presentMartianatmosphere
m• • 4 x 10•6

(4)

g. This impactor masscorrespondsto a 20-40 km diameter
crater, depending on the impact velocity and the particu-

holds approximately. Modified expressionsfor v½for unlike

lar crater seahugrelation used. Equation (7) is, for the

2

2

pilti • ptut
materials

that

result

vci=

are

(I + V/pi/pt
h

(vL +

(5)

for the escape of the impactor and

atmosphere, potentially catastrophic. It states that a thinner atmosphere can be eroded by smaller impactors. Since
smaller impacts are more numerous, a thinner atmosphere
erodesmore quickly. Thus once an atmospherebeginsto
erode, impact erosion proceeds until the planet is wholly
stripped.
In reahty, there will be a range of impacts for which a
fraction of the mass above the horizon is expelled. Thus
as a prescription for the effect of an individual impact the
tangent-plane approximation can be misleading. But when
integrated over a realistic spectrum of impactor massesthe
tangent-plane prescription appears to give a fair approximation to more sophisticated prescriptionsthat compare

a (1qV/pt/pi)(1
N/Pi/Pt)
(v•s½
q-2L,.,,)
(6)
h 4'

Vet----

for the escapeof a mass of target comparable to the mass

of the impactor. Equations(5) and (6) also assumethat
only a fraction 0 < h < I of the internal energy deposited
by the shock is ultimately channelled into escape. Schmidt

the momentum of the plume to the massswept up along
and Hausen[1987]craterscalingfor a porousmedium(dry differentslant paths through the atmosphere[cf., Vickery
sand) is equivalentto taking h = 0.8; for a non-porous and Melosh,1990]. The approximationbreaksdown when
medium(wet sand) h = 0.33 [Zahnle,1990]. Meloshand high velocity (vi > v•) impactsare rare (lessthan 10%).
Vickery's criterion is recoveredby setting h = 1.
Table I lists some representative threshold impact velocities for escapefrom Mars. These ideahze the impact of
comets and asteroidson icy and rocky surfacesby setting

p = 3 g/cm3 for rockandp = 1 g/cm3 for ice. Notethat
comets

are more erosive than

asteroids

and volatiles

borne

by comets are harder to retain than volatiles borne by aster-

When most impacts are slow impact erosion is dominated

by moremassiveimpactors(m >> m•), from whichonly the
relatively small fraction of high velocityvapor is neededto
remove the intervening atmosphere. Consequentlythe effectiveimpact erosionrate is unhkelyto becomevanishingly
small, although the fraction of delivered volatiles lost on impact can becomes negligible. Another question is whether

oids,evenif impact velocitiesare equal. Because(2) is de-

the escape velocity is the appropriate threshold velocity for

rived for plane-parallel impact it underestimates the mass
of target material that is shockedduring the early stagesof

escape;i.e., how high and how thin must the plume get to
ensure that its entrained air escapes?

a three-dimensional
impact, andtherefore(2) overestimates
the average energy deposited per unit mass. Consequently

(6) probablyunderestimatesthe velocitythresholdfor the

The ability of Mars to retain an atmosphereagainst im-

escapeof target material.
TABLE 1. Threshold Impact Erosion Velocities for Mars

h

1

08

0.5

-

0.33

Rock on Rock

Vc

14.4

16.1

20.4

25.0

16.0

19.6

Ice on Ice

Vc

11.3

Impact Velocities on Mars

12.7
Rock on Ice

Vci

19.7

22.0

27.9

34.1

Vct

11.7

13.1

16.6

20.4

Ice on Rock

v½i

8.9

10.0

12.6

15.5

Vet

15.0

16.7

21.2

25.9

In km/s.

If the massof the impactor exceedsthe massof atmosphereabove the horizon, Melosh and Vickery assumedthat
there is enough momentum in the rock vapor to blow off
all the atmosphereencountered. The fraction of an exponential atmosphereabove a plane tangent to the surfaceis

• = H/2R, whereH is the atmosphericscaleheightand R
is the planer's radius. Escape occursif the impactor mass
rn exceedsthe threshold me, defined by

pact erosion is determined by the mass distribution, velocity distribution, and volatile content of the impactors.
Modern Martian impactors can be counted and assessed
but little can be said with confidenceabout the late heavy
bombardment, and still less about earlier objects that
might more properly be regarded as the last chapter of planetary accretion. For want of better information it will be
assumedhere that the composition, massdistributions, and
orbital distributions of ancient impactors were like those
of the three important kinds of impactors today: Mars-

crossingasteroids,short-period(Jupiter family)comets,
and long-period (Oort Cloud) comets. This is probably
a pretty good assumption for the orbital distributions,
though the relative importance of the three types of orbit
may have varied over time. The mass distribution of asteroids is probably colhsional; if so, the modern distribution
should also describe ancient asteroids. The assumptionof
similar composition is more questionable. Presently some

20% of the Mars-crossingasteroidsare carbonaceous
[C.
Chyba, pets. comm.]. What it wasin the past is unknown.
There are whole regions of the asteroid belt from which
we have no meteoritic samples, and ancient asteroidsmay
have fallen from relatively unstable regionsof the asteroid
belt that were long ago depopulated. Meanwhile, the mass
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distribution of comets is almost as badly known as their
composition.
Figure 3 showscumulative impact velocity distributions
for asteroids and comets striking Mars. It is not meant to
be definitive. Impact velocities and impact probabilities for
asteroids and short-period comets are taken directly from

CONSTRAINTS

cident on a planet of mass M r. With outgassingneglected,
the atmosphericinventory of j evolvesaccordingto

d(Mry
J)= Y3//h(m
v)•(m,v)mdmdv
- MrY
J//h(m,
v)•(m,
v)dm
dv.
(8)

--

tabulationsby Steel[1985]and Olsson-Steel
[1987],respectively. Steel lists both maximum and minimum encounter
velocities; I have used both, weighting them equally. Impact velocities and probabilities for Oort Cloud comets are

The integrals are taken over all impactors. The first term

on the right-hand side of (8) describesimpact supply of
volatiles. The function((m, v) is the fractionof a partic-

generated
fromsynthetic
orbitsusing
•)pik'smethod
[Shoe- ular
makerand Wolfe,1982],assuming
an isotropicsource(uniform in sini, where i is inclination) and a uniformdistribution of perihelia. Aphelia are placed at 20000 AU.
What is most noteworthy about the impact velocity distribution of asteroids is how slow they are. Most asteroid
impacts on Mars are too slow to vaporize much rock or

cause impact erosion of an atmosphere. This is largely
becausemost Mars-crossingasteroidscomefrom the innermost part of the asteroid belt, with perihelia just inside

,

dt

impactor of mass m and impact velocity v retained

by the planet, and •(m,v) is the fraction of the planet's
volatile inventory expelled by a given impact. The second
term represents atmospheric cratering. For an obligate atmophile, like a noble gas, • is the fraction of the atmosphere
expelled in an impact, while for a condensedvolatile, like
an ocean, • would refer to the fraction of the ocean ex-

Mars's aphelion. As a consequenceencounter velocities are

pelled. Since condensedvolatiles are more likely to be retained, atmosphericcratering discriminatesbetweenstrict
atmophileslike the noble gasesand probably nitrogen on
the one hand, and water and possibly carbon dioxide on

generally quite low. Comparison of Figure 3 with impact

the other.

velocities listed in Table I indicates that some 85-95% of

incoming asteroids strike too slowly to expell much atmosphere. It is otherwise for SP comets, of which only some

10-40%wouldbe expectedto be retained(the precisevalue
is rather sensitiveto the low velocity tail of the distribution

For a thin veneer(/•M << Mr) it is acceptableto regard
M r as approximatelyconstant. It is convenientto definean
averageretention factor X and an averageerosionefficiency
r/such that (8) becomes

and to the parameterh). Oort Cloud cometsare probably

• - •rr(XY3
- (1+•)Yj)
• •rr(XY3
- rlYj). (9)

hopelessas a volatile source, with retention of no more than

1% of the impactingobjects.
In (9) the factor 0 _<X < 1 is the net fractionof all the impactors' volatiles releasedinto the atmosphere and retained
by the planet. The cumulative effects of atmosphericcratering are integrated into a single nondimensionalfactor ,/,
defined as the ratio of the planet's accretion time scale to
the atmosphere's escape time scale.

Aste

The (differential)massspectrumh(m, v) is assumedto

.

obey a power law
•

h(m, v) dm o•m-q din.

0.4

(10)

Popular values of q range from about 1.5 to 2. These inI::: 0.2

I]

0

0

5

,Oort
,,•
Cloud

10

15

20

25

30

Impact Velocity
Fig. 3. Cumulative impact probability as a function of impact
velocity for three modem solar system populations. The curves
labeled "asteroids" and "short-period comets" use impact probabilities for the known populations of Mars-crossing objects. The
other "Oort Cloud comets" are generated from synthetic distributions

of orbital

clude 1.83 for a (theoretical) distribution dominatedby
fragmentingcollisions[Dohnanyi,1972]; 1.54 from inverting the lunar crateringrecord[Chyba,1991];~ 2 for large
asteroids[Hughes,1982;DonnisonandSugden,1984];~ 1.7
for long-periodcomets[Hughes,1988;Donnison,1986];and
1.45for short-periodcomets[Donnison,1986],althoughthe

elements.

cometary data, at least, may admit other interpretations

[Weissman,1991]. None of thesevaluesshouldbe taken
too seriously. I will treat q as a free parameter. The velocity spectra were discussedabove in connectionwith Figure
3.

The distributionin (10) is normalizedby integratingover

all m to getthemassaccretion
rate/1)/.Forq < 2,
ATMOSPHERIC

EVOLUTION

CONTROLLED

BY IMPACTS

The competition between accretion and impact erosion

of atmospheres
wasaddressed
by Zahnleet al. [1992]in the

h(m,
v)dm=(2m-•_-•--m
q)3)/_qdm,
1

(11)

context of the accumulation of Titan's atmosphere. Follow-

where the largest impactor in the distribution is denoted
m•. Since our primary interest is a late veneer,it is useful

ing Zahnleet al. [1992],let yj denotethe abundance
of an

to define the mass of veneer incident

atmosphericspeciesj in grams per gram of impacting material, and let Yj denote the atmosphericinventory of j in
grams per gram of planet. An impactor massflux M is ino

l•M(t)=

after time t as

3)I(t)dr.
present

(12)
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Note that as defined here, the veneer tim decreases with
time. It should also be noted that with impact erosion,
the actual

accreted mass is less than the incident

mass tiM.

Indeed, it is entirely possiblefor a planet or moon to shrink
under high velocity bombardment. The massof the largest
impactor rn• in the veneer is statistically related to the

total masstim of the veneer[Wetherill,1975]

10,905

the first, all atmosphericconstituents,including CO2, will
be treated as if they were noble gases. Thus the planet
is regarded as a kind of inert platform. In the secondthe

primary atmosphericconstituent(CO2) is held constant,
as might be the case if its abundance in the atmosphere
were controlled geochemically. Implicit in this scenariois

a large reservoiroutside(beneath) the atmospherewhich
can be tapped at need.

rn••

3

The One- Volatile

In workingwith (9) it is convenientto definea nondimensional veneer mass
tim

z_=My.

(14)

Consistentwith the tangent plane approximationit is assumed that all objects with impact velocitiesgreater than
vc and massesgreater than rnc are erosive, with expulsion
both of the atmosphereabove the tangent plane and of the
impactor itself; otherwise no erosion occurs and the impactor's volatiles are contributed to the atmosphere.Then,
with yj assumedconstant, the averagesourceefficiencyX
is

x=f+(1-f)

3- q•y
4-2q

zq_•.
(15)
'

where the f is the fraction of impactors with impact velocity less than Vc. The first term is the fraction of all
impactors that hit slowly enough that their volatiles are
retained. The secondterm refers to impactors that are too
small for their ejecta to escape: either they are stopped
in the atmosphere, or their ejecta are smothered by the
atmosphere. To the same approximation the atmospheric
cratering efficiency •/is

Planet

As a first approximation, consider the one-volatile
planet. In this approximation CO2 is treated as an inert
gas that accumulates around an impermeable, unreactive
planet. More generally, a one volatile planet is equivalentto

assumingconstant•/Y,

whichshouldholdfor all volatiles

if the atmosphere is their primary reservoir and if the incoming volatiles have the same composition as the atmosphere, since to first approximation atmosphericcratering
does not discriminate between atmospheric constituents in
a well-mixed atmosphere: either a molecule is above the
horizon or it isn't. However, it would not hold if the major
atmospheric constituent had its primary reservoir outside
the atmosphere and exchangewas rapid. An idealized example of the latter casewill be discussedin the next section.

For the one-volatileplanet, (17) reducesto

d__y_Y
= Ayz_qzq_2
_ fg
dx

(18)

for Y, the atmosphere as a whole, where the parameter

A=(1-f) q-1 •t 2R4-2q
Consider first a highly erosive case. With no incoming

'q= (1- f) 2
- q 4-2q
3- q•c
q-1

y•-qxq
-•'

(16)

volatiles(•t = 0) or if all largeimpactsare erosive(f = 0),
the integralof (18) is

+A

=

Theaboveexpressions
assume
that (m•/m•)q-• • 1.
When written out, (9) for the inventoryof the atmophile
j basedon the tangent-plane model for atmosphericcratering becomes

-

).

(20)

The initial stateis at t = to and Zo = z(/o). Sincez(t) -• 0
as t approachesthe present, retention of a finite atmosphere
places an upper bound on the mass of eroding veneer that
can be accreted. With Y! denoting the final atmosphereleft
after impact erosion is complete, the original atmosphere

dx- -fY•- (1- f) 4- 2q2R Y2-qY'•:rq-2
beforeerosionby a veneerof massz oMp is
+ - f) q-

vo=

4- 2q

In order, the three terms on the right-hand side represent

(1) volatilescontributedby slowimpactors,(2) volatiles
to; amp•u•

sion by large, f•t

impactors.

e[o-

An additionM relation

+

.

The minimum veneer mass x o needed to strip a planet of
an atmosphere Yo is

zo= A-•/(•-•) Yo.

(22)

• • : Y closes
the systemof equations
represented
by

Figure 4 shows the biggest atmosphere Yo that can be

(17). AnMyticM solutionscan be obt•ned given a sim-

completelyremovedfrom Mars by volatile-poor(y = 0)
"cometary"(q = 1.7,f = 0.1) and "asteroidal"(q = 1.8
and q = 1.5, f = 0.85) veneersof massx.. It shouldbe

ple enoughprescription for either the evolving m•s of the

backgroundatmosphereY(x) or for the mi•ng ratio •/Y,
if ({7)
impiad [Zah,t
at., {992]. Exmpiesof the formerare to assumeconstancyof Y or of •/Y.

recalled that x. refers to the mass of impactors incident on

the planet. The differencebetweena Y. that givesY! = 0

An example of the latter is to assume that the impactors

anda Y. that givesY! = 3.6 x 104 (modernMars)is a

carry no volatiles,i.e., gy: 0, whichis usefulfor estimating
the ma•mum atmospherethat can be completely expelled

measureof the likelihood of a thin atmospheredeveloping
by impact erosion alone.
According to Figure 4, the present Martian atmosphere
would be removed by a rocky veneer less than 10 m thick.
That a mere 10 m of late accretingmaterial could serveto

by a given m•s veneer and Mso for direct comparisonwith

the work of Meloshand Vickerg[1989].
I will consider two ideMized •nds of impact erosion. In
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shrinks. In the second a preexisting atmosphere is supplemented by and eventually supplanted by the voidtiles
carried by the impactors. These may be regarded as "accumulative" histories. In these the atmosphere ultimately
takes on the composition of the impactors.
The division between accumulative and erosiveregimes

Comets
•

for the one-volatileplanet is the surfacein (q,y, f) space
determinedby the relation[Zahnleet al., 1992]

0.1
to•

o

0.01

o.ool

:..u..........::.-:::::::;
;;;/.:::: ....

Today
••
' q=1.5

(2-q) A=

_ fy

(23)

Figure 5a showssolutionsto (23) for Mars for threevalues

1o-4
0.01

0.1

1

10

100

1000

0•

Veneer Thickness (meters)
Fig. 4. Maximum impact erosionfor Mars. The curves(solid
and dashed)labeled "comets"useq = 1.7 and f = 0; the curves
labeled "asteroids" use f = 0.7 and two values of q: 1.8 and
1.5. The sohd curves show the largest atmosphere that can be

removedby a late veneerof the giventhickness
(p = 2.5g/cm3).
The dashed curves show veneers that produce a modern Martian
atmosphere for the same assumptions.

separate Mars from its present atmospheresuggeststhat
the mass of the present Martian atmosphereis not indicative of its mass in the deep past. For comparison, the modern impacting flux is of the order of a meter over 4 b.y.
Ancient impacts were of course more numerous. Based on
the amount of iridium in the lunar crust, the Moon must
have

acefeted

at least

700 m of chondritic

materiM

since

of f correspondingapproximately to asteroids, SP comets,
and Oort Cloud comets. An atmosphere would accumulate over an initially airless Mars if the averageimpactor
atmophile content plots above the relevant curve. If most
of the carbon

in carbonaceous

asteroids

were to reach the

atmosphere,it is probable that for asteroidsy would exceed
0.01, and so asteroids are likeher than not to be net sources
of Martian atmosphere. Short period comets are also hke-

her to be sourcesthan not, sincetheir net CO2 content(or
the equivalentafter shocking)is likely to exceed10%. By
contrast Oort Cloud comets are almost certainly a net sink
of Martian atmophiles. It shbuld also be noted that the
hkelihood of the late veneer being a net sink of atmophiles
on Mars depends strongly on the fate of carbon carried
by large, slow-movingimpactors, since these by masscontribute

the bulk

of the veneer.

Figure 5b views solutionsto (23) from another angle.
Here solutions are plotted for four values of the impactor

its crust stabilized•4.4 b.y. [Sleepet al., 1989]. The same atmophile content y. Mars accumulates an atmosphereif
argumentappliedto the SNC parent body (usingrhenium) f for the impactors hes above the curve. Approximate loimphes that Mars acefeted a chondritic veneer no thicker

cations of asteroids, short-period comets, and long-period

than 1 km [Treimanet al., 1986].Thu• therewereprobably comets on the q, f plane are indicated. The location of the
enoughlate impacts to remove at least a 1-bar atmosphere late veneer on the q, f plane is not known.
from Mars. Impact erosion would have been an important
processin the atmosphereunder which the presentMartian
Xenon and the One-Volatile
Planet
surface formed. However, this conclusionis sensitive to q

for q < 1.7. Lower valuesof q describeimpacting populations that are increasinglydeficient in the relatively small
impactors that are the bane of atmospheres. If the impactors of the late bombardment fell from a massspectrum
with q • 1.5, as has been suggestedby Meloshand Vickery

My presentpurposeis to useMartian Xe to limit the role
of carbonaceouschondrites. Becausethe isotopiccomposi-

tionsofimpactor(y•) andatmosphere
(Y•)differ, (17) must
be solved numerically. The initial Martian atmosphere and

[1989]and ½hCa [1991],impact erosionwouldhavebeen the thickness of the late veneer impinging upon it must
relatively ineffective during the period of Mars' geological both be regarded as free parameters. Neither is well constrained. As a working hypothesisit will be assumedthat
record. This possibihtyis alsodepictedon Figure5. But it
should be remembered that the late veneer responsiblefor
impact erosion and the late heavy bombardment responsible for the modern surface are not the same thing. Impact
supply and impact erosionof voidtilesoccursthroughout
the growth of the planet. It is wrong to imagine that impact erosionwould have been restricted to the late heavy

the initial atmosphere was comparable to the atmospheres
of Venus and Earth today. For carbon, nitrogen, and Xe
these planets are the same to within roughly a factor 3

bombardment.

q = 1.8,withaverage
•SøXeandcarbon(dioxide)
contents

(Table 2).
Asteroids. As a first example (Figure 6a-c), assume
that the impacting asteroidsare describedby f = 0.7 and

This
Solutionsto (17) for the one-volatileplanetin the more of y•s0= 1.4x 10-•2 g/g andy44= 0.01,respectively.
general case where y •- 0 are discussedby Zahnle et al. compositionassumesthat the impactorsare 20% carbona[1992] in the context of Titan, Ganymede,and Callisto. ceouschondritic.A •SøXecontentof 7 x 10-• g/g former
chondrites[Pepin, 1991].
Qualitatively, if impacts are important there are two types is the averagefor carbonaceous
of solutions,depending on whether impact erosionor impact supply of voidtiles gets the upper hand. In the first
categorya pre/•xistingatmosphereis eventuallyerodedto
nothing. These can be regardedas "erosive"histories.The
atmosphere tends to retain its original compositionas it

The GOd composition implicitly assumesthat much of the
carbon carried by the impactors eventually reachesthe atmosphereas GOd. This may be optimistic. The particular
value • = 0.7 was chosen becausewith Zo = 0.01 it erodes
into a Mars-like atmosphere.
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Fig. 5. Why is there air? (a) Mars will tend to accumulatean atmosphereif the averageimpactor atmophilecontentis high enough
to plot above the relevant curve. If the impactor atmophile content plots below the curve, the impactors are fundamentally erosive.

(b) The samequestionedansweredfrom anotherangle. Curvesare markedby atmophilecontenty. Mars accumulatesan atmosphere
if the impactors are slow enough for f to lie above the indicated curve Approximate locations of asteroids, short-period comets, and
long-period comets on the q, f plane are indicated.

TABLE
2.Superficial
Volatile
Inventories
N2

Venus

Earth

Mars

2.2 4- 0.5 X 10-6

9.1-4-2.4 x 10-7

7.3 -4-1.9 x 10-zø

CO2

9.6 4. 0.2 x 10-5

3.7 -4-2.5 x 10-5

4.1-4-0.7 x 10-s

z3øXe

9.0 q- 7.0 x 10-x4

1.4 q- 0.1 x 10-x4

2.1 q- 0.4 x 10-x6

6

Loglo
Veneer
Thickness
(cm)
5

4

5

2

1

-3

-4
1

Martian C02 and N2 are lowerlimits. In g/g. After Pepin[1991].

Figure 6a showsevolutionarytrajectoriesfor a CO2 at-

rnosphere
under
asteroidal
bombardment.
Timegoes
to •
the right as x --• 0. Twelve cases are shown, six for a

-6

o

~ 15 km veneer(xo -- 0.01,solidcurves)and six for a

~ 1.5kmveneer
(xo= 0.001
curves).
Thesixcases -o -7
, dotted

correspond
to different
initialatmospheres,
ranging
from
1 mbarto 100bars.Theinitiallythickeratmospheres
are

•

-2

C•l

-8

not significantly eroded: the incident veneersare too thin.

The initiallythinneratmospheres
shrinkmorenoticeably, O
although
for theseparticular
parameters
nonevanish.For O -9

-4

a givenxo the differentevolutionarypaths convergeto a

common
finalatmosphere
that represents
an equihbration

withtheimpactors.

-5

Evolutionarytracksfor •3øXeare shownin Figure6b

forthesame12cases.Theinitial•3øXemixing
ratiois

-11

the sameas modernMars for all 12 cases(modelsstarting

-2

withterrestrial
Xe/CO9.differhttle). Mostof the•SøXeis
lost, leaving a final abundancethat is to order of magnitude
comparable to that of Mars. With some fine tuning of the
various parameters there is no doubt that a pretty close fit
to modern

Mars

could be achieved.

However, the isotopic composition of the xenon poses a
problem. Those atmospheres that equilibrate with the asteroids are also those that adopt the composition of the asteroids. This is shownin Figure 6c, a generalizationof Figure 6b to a wide range of veneerthicknesses.Figure 6c plots

-3

-4

-5

-6

-7

-8

Log10
Veneer
Mass
(Xo)[g/g]
Fig.

6a.

Evolutionary trajectories for inert, noncondensing

CO2 atmospheresunder asteroidalbombardment(here f = 0.7,
y44 = 0.01, and q = 1.8). This is a slightly accumulativecase
(i.e., it would plot above the relevant curve on Figure 5). Time
goes to the right. Initial atmospheres range from I mbar to 100
bars by factors of 10. Masses of asteroids equivalent to veneers of

xo = 0.01 (solid curves)and xo = 0.001 (dots) strike the planet.
In this example initially thick atmospheres are little impacted,
while inititially thin ones equilibrate with the veneer.
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6b.

-18
-19

-19

Fig.

-17
0

Same as 6a but for 13øXe.

An initial

Martian

13øXe/C02 ratio is assumed.

the final 13øXeabundances
(i.e., Y130asx --• 0) for the six
initialaSøXe
inventories
in Figure6bfor 10-7 ( x. • 0.01.

_I•,'..,.'D;sc•
,,

-8

-7

-6
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Log10
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Mess
(Xo)[g/g]
Fig. 6c. Final Martianz3oXe inventories
forthesamesixinitial
CO2 atmospheresas a function total veneer mass xo. These are
not evolutionary trajectories. The solid curves are marked by

the original CO2 atmosphere(bars). The dotted line indicates
when atmosphericXe has become 20% asteroidal. A "Mars"
that plots below this line is isotopicallydisallowed.

The final states of the models in Figure 6b correspondto

the pointsin Figure 6c at z. = 0.01 and z. = 0.001. Also
shownin Figure 6c is the divisionbetweenisotopicallyac-

pollutants becomeevident. Of coursesuchfine tuning of

ceptable
andunacceptable
cases,
where
theisotopically
ac-

the veneer thicknessamounts to postulating specialcondi-

achieved. Consider particularly the third curve from the
top, which describesa 1-bar CO• atmospherethat is almost, but not quite, expelledby a I km veneer. Here Xe
is reducedby nearly a factor of 100 beforethe chondritic

emphasizedthat the interestingvaluesof f are sensitiveto
the specificvaluesof y44and q adopted;to givea particular
example, modelswith f -- 0.45 and y44 - 0.03 are quite

ceptablecasesarethoseabovethe dottedline (it is assumed tions. This is generallytrue for pure impacterosionmodels
that Martian atmospheric
xenoncanbe no morethan 20% appliedto Mars: it is possibleto pick parametersthat tell
chondritic).Figure6c showsthat, evenwhen70%of the a goodstory, but the story is improbable.Only a narrow
impactorscontributeto the atmosphere
(f = 0.7), impacts rangeof parameterswill give both a thin atmosphereand
caneffecta greatdealof erosionbeforetheir compositional one that looks unlike the impactors. In a plot like Figfingerprintbecomesvisible.In this particularexampleXe ure 7b the measure of improbability is the narrow range
is reducedby a factor 20 beforethe erosiveagentscan be of veneers(i.e., z.) for whicha givenset of impactorparameters(q, y, f) can be made to work. A fair estimate
identified. On the other hand, this isn't enough to plausibly reproduceMars; Xe shouldbe reducedby at least a of the probabilitythat a thin atmospherelike Mars' would
factor 70. This requiresa more erosiveregime,i.e., a lower arise by impact erosionaloneis no more than a few percent, althoughit might be a lot less. It may not be so
value of f or y.
The casedescribedin Figures6a-c is slightly accumula- unlikely that the existenceof one thin atmospherein the
tive. A small changein parametersleadsto a qualitatively solar systemwould be an astonishment.
With q -- 1.8, valuesof f larger than 0.7 producerather
different atmosphericevolution. Figure 7a for CO• evolution is identical to Figure 6a except that f = 0.65 rather thick atmospheresfor Mars. At f -- 0.85, closerto the
than •f -- 0.7. Figure 7a showsthat unlessthe atmosphere preferredvalue for Mars accordingto Figure 3 and Table
to Figis initially thick (relativeto the veneer),impactsremove 1, there is little net erosion(Figure 8, analogous
for all six initial
the atmosphere,leaving a barren planet. Figure 7b, the ures6c and 7b). Carbondioxideincreases
analogto Figure 6c with f -- 0.65, showsthat if the veneer atmospheres,with minimum accumulationsof ~ 15 bars
hasjust the right thicknessa nice match to Mars can be at z. -- 0.01 and ~1.5 bars at z. -- 0.001. It should be

similar to the models described above with f -

0.7 and
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Fig. 7a. Like Figm'e 6b but for asteroids with f = 0.65. This
is a slightly erosive case. Initially thick atmospheres are little
impacted, while initially thin ones eventually vanish.

a fraction
d(ez/s- 1) of theatmosphere,
whereH is the
atmosphericscaleheight. As a specificexample, if d = 0.05
and z = 10 km, as much as 6% of the atmospherecould
be underground. Because the atmosphere must compete

-7

,Disalloved,

-6

Comets.

Comets

are more volatile-rich

than

asteroids

but their volatiles are harder to capture. Assumea power
law mass distribution governed by q = 1.7, a potential

cometaryCO2 contentof 20% by mass(y44 = 0.2), and
a proportionately
larger•3øXecontentof y•30= 3 x 10-•
g/g. These imaginary cometsare so atmophile-richthat

-4

-3

-2

The analog to Figure 6c for f = 0.65. It is possibleto

choose parameters such that Xe is reduced a hnndred fold while

retaining its isotopicpurity (e.g., the third curvefrom the top),
but the veneer must have just the right thickness. If the veneer
is slightly too thin too little Xe is eroded, and if it is slightly too
thick nothing at all remains.

it is difficult not to accumulate a thick atmosphere if they
are at all common. For the above parameters, Mars begins
to accumulate a cometary atmosphere at about f = 0.03.
Atmospheric evolutionary tracks for f = 0.03 and 0.02 are

quite similar to the asteroidaltracks for f = 0.7 (Figure
6) and 0.65, respectively. However,unhke asteroids,it is
not clear whether the co,netary flux can be constrained by
the xenon isotopes. The xenon composition of comets is of
course wholly unknown. On present knowledgethe most
reasonable isotopic composition would be solar; if so, the
same isotopic constraints would limit comets as limit asteroids. But there remains open the tantalizing possibility
that the distinctive noble gas compositionof the terrestrial
d,ltU .l.¾1d,
lbld,11d,blllUbpll•l•b ib

the upper parts of the regolith exchangequickly with the
atmosphereand somake poor spacesfor long-termstorage,
the actual fraction of the original atmosphereto survivethe
late bombardment undergroundwill be less,perhapsof order 0.1-1%. Someof the ancientundergroundatmosphere
would have been releasedrelatively late in Martian history
when water was mobilized,in a kind of outgassing.

-5

Log10
Veneer
Mass
(Xo)[g/g]
Fig. 7b.

y44 = 0.01. A factor of 2 in y or f is obviouslystraining
the limitations of the simple model of atmosphericecology
I've developed here. Still, my best guessof q, y, f for asteroids would place Mars among the planets that should
develop thick atmospheres.
In summary, when planet-atmosphereexchangesare ignored, the more probable successfulmodels yield either a
Mars with a thick atmosphere or a Mars with no atmosphere at all. Other processesare probably required in
addition to impact erosion. A possible way to retain an
unpolluted remnant of a primordial Martian atmosphere is
cold storage in the regolith. Even a strict atmophile can be
caught underground in a porous regolith, especiallyif deep
or subsequentlysealedoff by water ice. A regolith of depth
z and porosity d has room enough to harbor as much as

,

-19

-•'- --

has been suggestedby Owen et al. [1991]. If so, a wider
range of parameter space(in the regionlabeled "isotopically disallowed"on Figures6 and 7) can produceacceptable cometary models than can produce successfulcarbonaceous chondritic models. In particular, models in which
a thin atmosphere reaches compositional and volumetric
equilibrium with a rain of impactors are possible. The requirement that impact erosionexpel more than 99% of the
atmospherelimits the acceptablerange of f for a given q, •/

pair (and ensuresthat relativelylittle CO2 remain), but
given the right range of f, a fairly wide range of veneer
thicknessescould work in the absenceof the isotopic constr•nt.
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Fig. 8. Like Figures 6c and 7b but for asteroids with f = 0.85.
This is a strongly accumulative case. Little net erosion occurs.
These give nice thick CO2 atmospheres in the end but are otherwise inappropriate for Mars, since far too much Xe remains.

Fig. 9a.

Xenon evolutionary tracks for asteroidal impact ero-

sionacting on an atmospherethe main constituent(i.e., CO2) of
which is geochemically maintained at a constant pressure. Time
goes to the right. The background CO2 atmospheres are 8 mbar,
200 mbar, and 5 bars. The veneers are xo = 0.01 and xo = 0.001,
and the impactors are characterized by f = 0.5, q = 1.5, and

Y130= 1.4 x 10-la g/g. For a givenbackground
atmosphere,
Xe decays exponentially to a compositional equilibrium with the
impactors.

IMPAC'r EROSION IN A CONSTANT BACKGROUND
ATMOSPI-•.RE

upper limit on the amount of CO2 that can be adsorbedin
In the preceedingsection the atmospherewas treated as
a mixture of inert gasesenvelopingan inert planet. An alternative that is relatively easy to treat is impact erosion
acting on a constant background atmosphere. This could
occur if the major atmospheric constituent had its primary
reservoir elsewhere than the atmosphere. As noted above,
a possible example would be CO2 on Mars today if most
Martian COa were bound up as adsorbate or locked up in
carbonate and if its atmospheric pressureis indeed held at
the triple point of water. Over long periods of time COa
in Earth's atmosphereis geochemicallycontrolled,so that
it is not unreasonableto speculate that atmosphericCO2
might have been geochemically controlled on early Mars,
and that CO2 was the major atmosphericconstituent[Pol-

the regolith[Fanaleand Jakoskgl,
1982]and thus may be
viewed as an upper limit on "atmospheric" COa on Mars

today.In all sixcasesthe initialplanetary•3øXeinventory
is arbritarilytakenas 1 x 10-•3 g/g. The impactorsare
described
by f = 0.5, q = 1.5,andy•30= 1.4x 10-•a g/g.

This case may be illustrative of the late heavy bombardment. What is seen in Figure 9a is a rapid initial loss of
xenon from the thinner atmospheres, followed by a more
gradual equilibration with the impactors. For higher values of q the initial xenon lossis faster, and equilibration is
quicker. In this particular example the thicker atmosphere
is little affected by impact erosion, which is primarily a
consequenceof the low value of q used.
The composition of the atmosphererelaxesexponentially
lack et al., 1987]. Another possibilityis that atmospheric to the compositionof the impactors. This is illustrated by
COa on Mars may have been controlled by vapor pressure Figure 9b, which is analogousto Figure 6c. Isotopicequiover a large surfacereservoirof solidor evenliquid COa (a libration occurs more slowly than elemental equilibration,
with a delay determined by the fraction of the initial Xe
liberal readingof Kasting,[1991]).

With Y held constant,(17) is a first-orderlinear differential equationfor Y•(a•). It can be solvedin closedform

endowment

for q = 1.5. Figure 9a showsXe evolutionary tracks for two

asteroidal
case(f = 0.85,q = 1.8,andy130= 1.4x10-•) is
thesubjectof Figure10. It assumes
aninitial•øXe inventory of 1 x 10-• g/g, andthreegeochemically
maintained

veneers(x. = 0.01 and x. = 0.001) in backgroundatmospheresof 8 mbar, 200 mbar, and 5 bars. The thinnest is
representative of the modern Martian atmosphere,and the

that

remains.

For q • 1.5, (17) is solvednumerically.An illustrative

CO2 atmospheres of 5 bars, 200 and 8 mbars. With the

thickestis representive
of the warm, wet earlyMars [ Cesset three curves shifted to the left by a factor five in incident
al., 1980; Pollacket al., 1987]. The middlecaseis a rough veneer mass, Figure 10 can double as an illustration of a
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Fig. 9b. Final Martian •3øXe inventoriesas a functiontotal
veneermassxo (analogousFigure 6c etc.). These are not evolutionary trajectories. The gentler exponential decay illustrated in
Figure 9a leaves more scope for erosive histories that greatly deplete Martian xenon yet leave the original isotopes little changed.
Here an 8-mbar CO2 atmosphere and a 1-km veneer perform admirably.

short- period "cometary" veneer with f = 0.1, q = 1.7, and

y•30= 5 x 10-• (i.e., a cometaryveneerof aSo
= 2 x 10-4
is equivalent
to an asteroidal
veneerof aSo
= 1 x 10-3). In
particular, the final steady states are the same; the higher
assumed cometary Xe content is almost exactly balanced
by the higher impact erosion rate. The atmosphereequilibrates more quickly with comets simply because cometary
impacts are more erosive than asteroids. Both cometary
and asteroidal impact predict substantial Xe lossesfor reasonably thin veneerseven for a ~ 1 bar CO2 atmosphere.
Perhaps the most interesting observationto be made in
respect to Figure 10 is that the constant backgroundatmosphere appears to moderate the effects of impact erosion,
in that it is easier to build a planet that is highly deficient
but not wholly bereft of xenon. The thick atmosphere protects exposed atmophiles hke xenon. This is possiblebecause the geochemically-maintainedCO2 atmosphere has

beendecoupledfrom impacts. In the previoussection(c.f.,
Figures6-8) where COa is controlledby impactsit is COa,
not Xe, that determines whether Xe escapesor is retained.
Thus what is essentially an erosive regime for Xe can be
survived by a small but nonzero amount. Neverthelessthe
isotopicconstraint continuesto severelylimit the likelihood
of modern Martian Xe arising by impact erosion of an inititially distinctive Martian Xe.
The prospects for isotopically Martian comets are also
improved by the presenceof a background geochemically
patrolled atmosphere. It is relatively easy to choosereasonable Martian parameters for a cometary source that
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Log10
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Fig. 10. Like Figure 9b, but for asteroids with f = 0.85 and
q = 1.8. An essentially identical plot, only shifted to the left by
a factor five in veneer mass, results for comets with f = 0.1 and
q = 1.7. Because q is higher, Figure 10 describes a more erosive
regime than Figure 9. Here a 200-mbar CO2 atmosphere and a
1-km veneer do well. However, for a given CO2 atmosphere only
a narrow range of veneer massesgives both greatly depleted Xe
and acceptable isotopes. If cometary xenon is isotopically solar,
the same restrictions hold against comets as hold against asteroids. If, on the other hand, cometary Xe is isotopically fractionated like the atmosphere, a wide range of equilibrium solutions
in the lower right hand side of Figure 10 become acceptable.
Thus an isotopically correct cometary veneer impacting a moderately thick geochemically regulated CO2 atmosphere offers a
wide target for an impact erosion history of Mars.

will leave a small but nonzero xenon inventory that looks
isotopically like the impactors themselves. Whether real
comets are characterized by profoundly mass fractionated
xenon is an open question, but if they should prove so,
Mars becomes a powerful argument in favor comets as the
dominant source of planetary volatiles.
SOME

CONCLUSIONS

I find that if impact erosion of a planetary atmosphere
is important, the remnant atmosphere is likely to fall into
one of two qualitatively distinct categories. Neither category can readfly account for the present Martian atmosphere. Either cometary xenon has an unexpected isotopic
compositionor factors other than impacts, e.g., outgassing
or recychng, are needed.
In one category impact erosion is catastrophic, in the
sense that if the atmosphere is subject to substantial erosion, the atmosphere will most likely be wholly lost. This
can happen if all atmospheric constituents have their pri-

mary reservoirsin the atmosphere(so that impactsare the
largestsink and source)and if escapeis dominatedby the
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"tangent-plane" process, which, as suggestedby Melosh

scale, perhaps through low-grade volcanismassociatedwith

and Vickery[1989],shouldbe the caseif impact velocities the moblization of water. The present Martian atmosphere
are often greater than about twice the escapevelocity. The
tangent-plane processis catastrophic becausethe smallest
impactor capable of effecting escapeis proportional to the
mass of the atmosphere, so that as the atmosphereshrinks,
impacts that can erode it further become smaller and more

would therefore be an accurate measure of the present total
atmophile inventories, most likely including nitrogen, and
possibly including CO2, as well.
The primary advantages of the "hidden atmophile" hy-

pothesisare that (1) it is consistentwith catastrophic

numerous.Thus survival of a thin atmosphere(i.e., Mars)

tangent-plane atmospheric cratering, which is the most

is inherently unlikely.
In the other category the major atmosphericconstituent
is externally controlled by a larger crustal or mantle reservoir, as may have been and may still be the casefor CO2 on
Mars. Impact erosionacting on this kind of atmospherecan
easily reduce strict atmophiles hke nitrogen and the noble

likely mode of impact erosionfor Mars; (2) indigenous
xenon avoidscontaminationby late impactors; (3) non-

gasesto very low equilibrium abundanceswithout causing
them to vanish altogether. However, the elementaland isotopic abundancesof the strict atmophiles eventually come
to resemble the impactors. Therefore either Mars is unlikely, with impact erosion arrested before the atmosphere
equilibrates with the impactors, or the noble gasesin the
impactors resembled the noble gasesin the Martian atmosphere rather than modern meteorites. The obviouscandidate for an unknown, planet-like source is to site the noble
gasesin cometary ices. A common cometary origin would

the initial nonradiogenic noble gasesis consistentwith the
capacity of the regolith to harbor foreign atmophiles. This
hypothesis places fewer constraints on condensiblevolatiles
like water or CO2, especially those that can be stored deep
in the regolith. Water, in particular, is almost certainly

neatly accountfor Earth and Mars [Owenet al., 1991],but
otherwise cometary origin is problematic; the desired composition, marked by a supersolarKr/Xe ratio and profound
xenon isotopic fractionation with respect to solar, does not
align well with one's naive expectation that cometary ice
would either be of solar composition, or be deficient in the
lighter elements. In any event this hypothesisis subject to
telling experimental tests.
These qualitative conclusionsare not affected by reasonable uncertainties regarding the efficiencyof the processes.
Various complicating details could make tangent-plane escape much lessefficient than estimated by Melosh and Vickery without altering the qualitative conclusionthat either
Mars is unlikely or comets look like air.
How unlikely? A quantitative estimate of how unlikely it
would be to have just enough impact erosionto reducethe
atmosphere a hundred or a thousandfold yet not so much
that either the atmosphere is eliminated or the impactors
pollute the remnant is difficult. There are at least four rel-

evant parameters(f, the fraction of impactswith impact
velocities below the threshold for atmospheric cratering;
y, the average atmophile content of the impactors; q, the
power law exponent that describes the mass spectrum of
the impactors; and zo, the mass of the late accreting ve-

neer) that needto be constrained.For a given(q,y) pair
only limited ranges of both f and zo can yield the desired
history; thus the a priori likelihood of a thin, unpolluted
atmosphere resulting from impact erosion is the product
of two smallish

numbers.

I estimate

this as no more

than

a few percent. A more accurate measure requires better
knowledgeof the probable ranges of the four parameters.
In my opinion the best story is that the primordial Martian atmosphere was indeed completely stripped by impacts, and this very early, most likely in the first 100 m.y.
The present Martian atmosphere would have been a small
part of the primordial atmosphere safely stored deep in
the regolith, possibly trapped in ice. The deep regolith is
much lesssubject to impact erosion than is the atmosphere.

The stored gaseswould be releasedlater over a longer time

radiogenic noble gasesare removed very quickly, on a time
scale determined by the late phasesof planetary accretion,
and thus are consistent

with

the observed

retention

of ra-

diogenic12øXe;and (4) the retentionof about0.1-1%of

retained.
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